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Go to Sleep, Little Creep
Punch
When Anna's pocket sloth wants to go to school, he sneaks inside her backpack and breaks their one big
rule.
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Speak
A classic lullaby gets a playfully spooky spin in this monstrously sweet picture book. Hush, Little
Monster, don’t you howl. Daddy’s gonna give you a…screeching owl. If that owl won’t say “whoo
whoo”… Granny Ghost will bring you a big, bad boo! A monster father softly sings his own version of a
favorite lullaby to his son. A screeching owl, a vampire, an ogre, and zombies are just a few of the
creatures who will come to soothe Little Monster through the night, until (when the sun comes up) it’s
finally time for him to go to sleep. Parents and children alike will love this humorous twist on “Hush,
Little Baby.”

Islands in the Net
The Engineer
A rhyming picture book with humor and heart that's a wonderful bedtime addition for the "little
monster" in your life. Includes illustrations from bestselling author/illustrator Ashley Spires of The Most
Magnificent Thing. Even monsters have to go to sleep. But before little trolls turn out the light and
werewolves settle in to dream, there's fur to be brushed, pajamas to find, and moons that need howling.
So grab your cuddly critter and snuggle in for this new bedtime tradition. Debut storyteller David B.
Quinn teams up with bestselling author/illustrator Ashley Spires to create a wondrously funny and
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supremely sweet picture book sure to charm little creeps who aren't quite ready to fall asleep.

Halloween Good Night
A #1 Best Selling Children's Book! Parents and children love Do Monsters Wear Undies! "Do Monsters
Wear Undies will make kids laugh out loud, and they will want to read it over and over." - Shawn "The
kids in my preschool class love it. It is fast becoming a favorite of the class. I highly recommend this
book!" - Jane Jones Preschool Teacher "My granddaughter who is 8 years old loved the book. Thank
you for inspiring young readers to read!" - Tence "My kids laughed from start to finish and wanted
more." - Cathy "This book is excellent! Makes the kids laugh and is easy to read. Well worth the buy!" Janel "I'm a lover of all things that rhyme, but when it can make my 6 year old son laughyou know it has
to be great! Mark Smith hit a home run with undies for this story line." - Angela Best selling children's
book author Mark Smith answers the question that every child wants to know. Do Monsters Wear
Undies? Find out for yourself in this fully illustrated rhyming picture book that comes to life with bright
vibrant colors, and a catchy rhythm that kids will fall in love with. Hooray for underwear! Says a giant
monster bear. He wears his boxer shorts while playing his favorite sports. Say hi to Max, A monster who
wears slacks. He has purple hair and matching purple underwear. This book has been created with early
readers in mind, but the whole concept will appeal to the kid in all of us. Do monsters wear undies?
What are you waiting for? Grab a copy and find out for yourself!

My Pocket Sloth Goes to School
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From the bestselling author of The Dinosaur That Pooped and The Christmasaurus. A monster has
invaded the pages of this original and super-fun bedtime picture book! Children need to read aloud and
follow the interactive instructions to help free the pesky monster by tilting, spinning and shaking their
book. After all that fun, there is a calming wind down end- perfect to send your own little monster off to
sleep. Perfect for little fans of The Very Hungry Caterpillar and Julia Donaldson.

Hannah's Down Syndrome Superpowers
Bedtime means brushing your teeth, putting on pajamas, snuggling, and kissing your family goodnight.
For monsters, bedtime looks a little different. They brush their teeth, but not with a toothbrush. They get
dressed for bed, but not in slippers and nightcaps. They snuggle, but not with a blankie or a teddy bear.
Monsters Go Night-Night takes readers through the bedtime rituals of seven friendly monsters while
making each step of the routine a guessing game. Getting ready for bed has never been so much fun!

Snuggle Puppy!
Hannah, superhero princess, explains her Down Syndrome superpowers, how they affect her, and how
she's more like other kids than different.

Punch
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For fans of How to Babysit a Grandpa comes a tongue-in-cheek story that is a step-by-step manual for
putting your monster to bed. If you have a monster that won’t go to bed, don’t bother asking your
parents to help. They know a lot about putting kids to bed, but nothing about putting monsters to bed.
It’s not their fault; they’re just not good at it. Read this book instead. It will tell you what to feed your
monster before bed (it’s not warm milk), and what to sing to your monster (it’s not a soothing lullaby),
and what to read to your monster to send him off to dreamland in no time (the scarier, the better). Just
make sure you don’t get too good at putting monsters to bed—or you might have a BIG problem on your
hands! Praise for Zachariah OHora: “The text is pitch-perfect, and the art is its match.” —Chicago
Tribune (Wolfie the Bunny) “Picture books with hip, quirky illustrations that are not just funny but also
have plenty of heart are hard to find. The stylish My Cousin Momo by Zachariah OHora has it all.”
—The Boston Globe (My Cousin Momo) [set star] “OHora’s acrylic paintings are the heart of this tale.
They clearly show everyone’s feelings . . . and there are brilliant bits of humor and whimsy.” —School
Library Journal, starred review (Wolfie the Bunny) “OHora could paint stones in the street and make
them funny.” —Publishers Weekly (My Cousin Momo)

Do Monsters Wear Undies?
Monster, Be Good!
The great Czech writer pens a new novel set in Prague and centered around Kristyna, a divorced mother
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trying to raise her rebellious teenage daughter Jana. Reprint.

The Bear
Zoo
In the high-tech twenty-first century, a family of "corporate associates" descends into an underworld of
data pirates and bootleg biogenetics to discover the identity of new-order terrorists

The Saturday Evening Post
Freud is not the only clinician with the talent to explain people's lives as wonderful stories. In The
Couple Who Fell in Hate, Dr. Gerald Schoenewolf takes readers into his consulting room, vividly
portraying his patients and the ways in which he was able to help them. The author demonstrates how he
uses eclectic psychodynamic therapy - an integration of cognitive, behavioral, gestalt, and
psychodynamic techniques - to meet the needs of a variety of patients. Readers will be enlightened by
the unfolding of emotional mysteries, and therapists of every persuasion will find this book informative
and engaging.

Collier's
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This reassuring guide to navigating nursery school life-both at home and in the classroom-is the most
comprehensive book on the subject. Nancy Schulman and Ellen Birnbaum draw on their decades of
experience at the 92nd Street Y Nursery School to respond to parents' hunger for practical information
on a wide range of topics, including: • What to look for in a preschool • Strategies for separation,
discipline, toilet training, and bedtime • The best toys, books, and activities at every stage • How to
stimulate your children without overscheduling them • Ways to talk about difficult topics like divorce,
illness, or death • How to support your child's social and intellectual development Schulman and
Birnbaum have devoted their lives to listening to and understanding young children, and the advice they
offer is as warm and humorous as it is comforting and wise. From the Trade Paperback edition.

Birthday Monsters!
There's a Monster in Your Book
Whether used for thematic story times, program and curriculum planning, readers' advisory, or
collection development, this updated edition of the well-known companion makes finding the right
picture books for your library a breeze. • Offers easy subject access to children's picture books •
Features a user-friendly organization • Provides in-depth indexing and full bibliographic detail

Forest and Stream
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A powerful suspense story narrated by a young girl who must fend for herself and her little brother after
a brutal bear attack While camping with her family on a remote island, five-year-old Anna awakes in the
night to the sound of her mother screaming. A rogue black bear, three hundred pounds of fury, is
attacking the family's campsite -- and pouncing on her parents as prey. At her dying mother's faint
urging, Anna manages to get her brother into the family's canoe and paddle away. But when the canoe
runs aground on the edge of the woods, the sister and brother must battle hunger, the elements, and a
wilderness alive with danger. Lost and completely alone, they find that their only hope resides in Anna's
heartbreaking love for her family, and her struggle to be brave when nothing in her world seems safe
anymore. This is a story with a small narrator and a big heart. Cameron gracefully plumbs Anna's young
perspective on family, responsibility, and hope, charting both a tragically premature loss of innocence
and a startling evolution as Anna reasons through the impossible situations that confront her. Lean and
confident, and told in the innocent and honest voice of a five-year-old, THE BEAR is a transporting tale
of loss -- but also a poignant and surprisingly funny adventure about love and the raw instincts that
enable us to survive.

The Nation
Hush, Little Monster
Count up to ten and back again with this sweet and clever Halloween bedtime story starring your
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favorite monsters! Gliding through the moonlight come the monsters big and small, sliding up your
stairway and oozing down your hall. They aren’t very scary, in fact they’re rather sweet. So snuggle
into bed and let them whisper, “Trick or treat!”

The Couple who Fell in Hate
Journalist Walls grew up with parents whose ideals and stubborn nonconformity were their curse and
their salvation. Rex and Rose Mary and their four children lived like nomads, moving among Southwest
desert towns, camping in the mountains. Rex was a charismatic, brilliant man who, when sober, captured
his children's imagination, teaching them how to embrace life fearlessly. Rose Mary painted and wrote
and couldn't stand the responsibility of providing for her family. When the money ran out, the Walls
retreated to the dismal West Virginia mining town Rex had tried to escape. As the dysfunction escalated,
the children had to fend for themselves, supporting one another as they found the resources and will to
leave home. Yet Walls describes her parents with deep affection in this tale of unconditional love in a
family that, despite its profound flaws, gave her the fiery determination to carve out a successful life. -From publisher description.

Comfort
Record expert Neely shows what to look for when collecting vinyl records by some of today's hottest
recording artists, including Madonna, Prince, U2, REM, and Garth Brooks. 200 photos.
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Scandinavian Review
Alpinist
The #1 New York Times Bestseller: “A hilarious take on that age-old problem: getting the beloved child
to go to sleep” (NPR). “Hell no, you can’t go to the bathroom. You know where you can go? The f**k
to sleep.” Go the Fuck to Sleep is a book for parents who live in the real world, where a few snoozing
kitties and cutesy rhymes don’t always send a toddler sailing blissfully off to dreamland. Profane,
affectionate, and radically honest, it captures the familiar—and unspoken—tribulations of putting your
little angel down for the night. Read by a host of celebrities, from Samuel L. Jackson to Jennifer Garner,
this subversively funny bestselling storybook will not actually put your kids to sleep, but it will leave
you laughing so hard you won’t care.

No Saints Or Angels
Goldmine's Rock'n Roll 45rpm Record Price Guide
Go the F**k to Sleep
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A great big hug in book form, Snuggle Puppy is a year-round valentine from parent to child. It is bright,
chunky, a pleasure to hold, and has a die-cut cover that reveals a glimpse of the joy inside before it's
even opened. Best of all, it's packed, of course, with pure Boynton: her inimitable language, her
inimitable illustrations, her inimitable sense of fun. OOO, Snuggle Puppy of mine! Everything about you
is especially fine. I love what you are. I love what you do. Fuzzy little Snuggle Puppy, I love you.
Featuring a sweet and cuddly doggie cast and rhyming verse, Snuggle Puppy is the perfect bedtime book
to read last, because of an ending that kids will want again and again: I started with OOO. . . . Now we'll
end like this: [BIG SMOOCH!] Oversized lap edition also available—perfect for reading aloud!

Practical Wisdom for Parents
Francisco's pocket monsters won't go to bed and stay. How will he get them down to sleep when all they
do it play?

Won't You be My Kissaroo?
You hear your door come crashing down—those birthday monsters are in town! And they're going to
wreak havoc in the most extraordinarily rude ways. What fun! From Boynton on Board, the morethan-20-million-copy-bestselling series of extra-big, extra-fat, and extra-fun board books, here is
BIRTHDAY MONSTERS. Featuring Sandra Boynton's lively rhyming text and inimitable illustrations,
this story about a madcap crew of lovable party crashers will appeal to kids and adults alike.
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A to Zoo: Subject Access to Children's Picture Books, 10th Edition
The Bulletin
If Your Monster Won't Go To Bed
Goldmine Standard Catalog of American Records
A penguin sits calmly in a classroom, a past-it actor confronts a spectre, and air raid sirens ring out over
the Mersey. Elsewhere, a lonely child prays to a dead pop star, a social misfit learns something
important, a misanthrope is reformed by an unlikely companion, and a boy imagines beauty where
others see only ugliness. This is Zoo, where the quotidian and the sublime are juxtaposed and where we
can imagine ourselves momentarily, at least living the lives of others. As spectators we progress from
one cage to another; as readers of the anthology we go from one story to the next, visiting some more
than once, and finding meanings and associations which are, ultimately, unique. The Cheshire Prize for
Literature was inaugurated in 2003 as the High Sheriff s Cheshire Prize for Literature. It is funded by
Bank of America and administered by the University of Chester. The 2009 competition was for Short
Stories and this collection contains 23 of the short-listed entries, including those of the eventual winners.
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Details of the Prize are available at http://www.chester.ac.uk/literatureprize

Herald and Presbyter
Punch, Or, The London Charivari
Rhyming text describes many different kinds of kisses.

Monsters Go Night-Night
My Snuggle Monsters Won't Go to Sleep
The reader is invited to tell seven naughty monsters how to behave.

I’m Not Tired Yet!
For every parent whose child won't settle into bed without a dozen excuses, here is an adorable bedtime
story that makes us laugh with recognition from beloved, award-winning author Marianne Richmond.
With her signature heartfelt illustrations and whimsical text, I'm Not Tired Yet! helps every parent ease
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their child off to dreamland. I'm Not Tired Yet! inspires a playful, endearing bedtime routine that leaves
kids and grownups looking forward to nighttime, no matter how strong the allure of playtime.

The Glass Castle
The first ten lies they tell you in high school. "Speak up for yourself--we want to know what you have to
say." From the first moment of her freshman year at Merryweather High, Melinda knows this is a big fat
lie, part of the nonsense of high school. She is friendless, outcast, because she busted an end-of-summer
party by calling the cops, so now nobody will talk to her, let alone listen to her. As time passes, she
becomes increasingly isolated and practically stops talking altogether. Only her art class offers any
solace, and it is through her work on an art project that she is finally able to face what really happened at
that terrible party: she was raped by an upperclassman, a guy who still attends Merryweather and is still
a threat to her. Her healing process has just begun when she has another violent encounter with him. But
this time Melinda fights back, refuses to be silent, and thereby achieves a measure of vindication. In
Laurie Halse Anderson's powerful novel, an utterly believable heroine with a bitterly ironic voice
delivers a blow to the hypocritical world of high school. She speaks for many a disenfranchised teenager
while demonstrating the importance of speaking up for oneself. Speak was a 1999 National Book Award
Finalist for Young People's Literature.
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